AIBA Election Bulletin

The AIBA Election Bulletin presents the credentials of all the candidates running for the positions of AIBA President, AIBA Vice Presidents, and Executive Committee Members in ABA Congress 2018 Moscow. It is meant for all the voting delegates to understand their candidatures in a fair and transparent manner.

The mandate of all the positions will start immediately after the Congress until the next ordinary Congress with elections in 2022 (2018-2022).
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Candidate(s) for AIBA President Position

Mr Gafur RAHIMOV
Country Uzbekistan
Year of Birth 1951

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SPORTING CAREER

1993 -2012 Vice President of the Uzbekistan boxing Federation
1995 – 1998 Chairman of AIBA Business Commission
1998 to present Member of AIBA Executive Committee
1999 – 2011 Vice President of Olympic Council of Asia
1999 – 2011 Chairman of Olympic Council of Asia Central Asia Region
2001 – 2012 Vice President of the National Olympic Committee of Uzbekistan
2002 – 2010 AIBA Vice President
2007 – 2008 President of Asian Boxing Federation
2010 – 2014 President of Asian Boxing Confederation
2011 to present Vice President of Olympic Council of Asia International Games
2003 – 2018 AIBA Vice President
2018 to present AIBA Interim President

AWARDS

2003 Honorary Order of Olympic Council of Asia
2008 Merit Award of Association of National Olympic Committees

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

1975- 1986 Coordinator at Ministry of Trade of the Uzbekistan Soviet Socialistic Republic (USSR)
Boxing coach at the “Dynamo” Central Sport Club
1986 -1990 Member of public movement Association of Cooperatives, USSR
1990 -1993 Founder of export-import company in collaboration with European Partners
1993 to present  Founder and shareholder in several private companies in Asia and Europe involved in real estate, telecommunications, oil and natural gas excavation and refinery, mining and international commodity trade.

**EDUCATION BACKGROUND**

1958 – 1967  Studies at the Tashkent Sports School, specialization in Boxing

1968 – 1970  Served at the Soviet army

1975 - 1980  Studies at the Leningrad Engineering and Economic Institute, specialization in Engineering and Economics

**CHARITABLE WORK**

2004 to present  Chairman of the Guardian’s Board of the National public charity fund «Mehirjon Sport» in Uzbekistan

2013 to present  Contributor to the “Rashid Center for Disabled” in Dubai, UAE

Contributor to a charity foundation helping to combat ecologic issues in Africa
Mr Serik KONAKBAYEV
Country Kazakhstan
Year of Birth 1959

Two-time European boxing champion (1979, 1981)
Two-time World Cup winner (1979, 1981)
Silver medalist of the 22nd Olympic Games in Moscow (1980)
Silver medalist of the World Championship (1982)
Honored Master of Sports of the USSR (1981)
The best boxer of the planet (1981)

Serik Konakbayev was born on October 25, 1959 in Pavlodar city.


From 1984 to 1986, after the end of his sports career, he worked in public policy sphere in the system of the All-Union Leninist Communist Youth League (Komsomol).

1986-1992 he was the head coach of the Kazakhstan national team in boxing, President of commercial sports club "Kazakhstan".

1996-1998 - Head of the Zhambyl Region Mayor administration, Deputy Mayor of Bostandyk District of Almaty city.

1999 to 201 1 - Parliamentarian of Kazakhstan of the second, third and fourth convocations. Member of the parliamentary fraction of the People's Democratic Party "Nur Otan".

PUBLIC WORK


ACTIVITY IN SPORT

August 1992 to April 2007 - the founder and president of the Professional Boxing Federation in Kazakhstan.


Since November 2010 - Member of the Executive Committee of the Amateur International Boxing Association (AIBA).

Since November 2014 - Vice President of AIBA, President of the Asian Boxing Confederation (ASBC), member of the Executive Committee of AIBA, Chairman of the AIBA Commission for Youth and Athletes.

AWARDS AND TITLES

- Medal "Labour Merit", 1980
- Medal "For Distinguished Labour", 1984
- Medal "10 years of Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan", 2001
  - Medal "10 years of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan", 2006
- Medal "10 years of Astana", 2008
- Order "Kurmet", 2004
- Order "Commonwealth" of the Interparliamentary Assembly of the CIS countries, 2007
- Order "Parasat", 2009
- Medal of the Interparliamentary Assembly of CIS countries "IPA CIS 25 years", 2017
- Badge of the Interparliamentary Assembly of the CIS countries "For merits in the development of physical culture, sports and tourism", 2017
  - State order of Mongolia "Polar Star", 2018
- Medal of the National Olympic Committee of Mongolia, 2018
- Laureate of the State Youth Prize "Daryn", 1993
- Honorary Professor of the Kazakh Academy of Tourism and Sports, 1998
Candidate(s) for Vice President and AFBC President Positions

Mr Sidi Mohamed MOUSTAHSANE
Country Morocco
Year of Birth 1968.

2017: AFBC Interim president and AIBA vice president.
2015: WSB Best supervisor award.
2015: AFBC Vice President
2014: Member and et secretary of AIBA WSB commission.
2014: AIBA Supervisor.
2014: AIBA EC Member
2012: WSB/APB Supervisor
2011: WSB Ringside Doctor
2011: AIBA ITO.
2010: AIBA athletes and youth commission member.
2008: International relations manager at Fédération Royale Marocaine de Boxe.
2006: National team doctor Fédération Royale Marocaine de Boxe.
1999: Ringside physician at Fédération Royale Marocaine de Boxe.
1999: Member of medical commission of Fédération Royale Marocaine de Boxe.
1999: Head of health center at EL JADIDA, Morocco.
1997: Doctor of medicine (MD) degree: Faculté de médecine de Casablanca, Morocco.
Candidate(s) for Vice President and AMBC President Positions

Mr Osvaldo BISBAL
Country Argentina
Year of Birth 1950

Mr. Bisbal has been part of the AIBA family since 1979. First as an R&J when he took part in the Los Angeles 1984, Seoul 1988, Barcelona 1992 and Atlanta 1996 Olympic Games, as well as every World Championships between 1991-1997.

Mr. Bisbal has also served as President of the Argentinian National Federation from 1991 until 2014, when he was elected AIBA Vice-President. A member of the AIBA Executive Committee since 1998, Mr Bisbal was an Olympic International Technical Official in Sydney 2000, Athens 2004, Beijing 2008, London 2012 & Rio 2016 Olympic Games.
Candidate(s) for Vice President and ASBC President Positions

Mr Anas AL OTAIBA
Country    UAE
Year of Birth 1976

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Marital Status: Married
Contacts Details:
    Mobile : +971506168484
    Fax: +9714472277
    Email :chairman@uaeboxing.ae

Mr. Al Otaiba has been involved in boxing since his election as a UAE Boxing Federation Board Member in 2012, then he has been elected as an ASBC Executive Committee member in 2014. in 2017, he became as the UAE Boxing Federation President and a UAE Olympics Committee Board Member. He was the driver behind the drafting of the newly approved strategic plan that focuses on establishing Olympic team from today till the end of 2024. Mr. Al Otaiba beside his interest in sports, he had a master’s Degree OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA) since 2008 and BACHELOR OF ARTS, BUSINESS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS since 1998. He held a various leadership positions in his country specially in the fields of Economy and Human Resources, till he became in 2017 as an Executive Director of Corporate Support Affairs in the Department of Economic development, Abu Dhabi. He is also a board member in Saadyat Cooperative Society which is a social welfare society.

EDUCATION

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA)-ABU DHABI UNIVERSITY, ABU DHABI, UAE GPA 3.7

BACHELOR OF ARTS, BUSINESS AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS -LEWIS AND CLARK COLLEGE, PORTLAND, OREGON. USA GPA 3.14

WORK EXPERIENCE

MAR 13 TO DEC 16   ADVISOR, ASSETS MANAGEMENT, STRATEGY AND EXCELLENCE - TAWAZUN HOLDING, (TAWAZUN ECONOMIC COUNCIL)
JULY 12 TO MAR 13  GM, TAWAZUN ADVANCED DEFENSE SYSTEMS (TADS) - TADS IS A SUBSIDIARY OF TAWAZUN HOLDING, (TAWAZUN ECONOMIC COUNCIL)
FEB 11 TO JULY 12 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC PLANNING AND OPERATIONS OFFSET PROGRAM BUREAU (OFFSET)/ TAWAZUN HOLDING SUPPORT
FEB 08 TO FEB 11 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS SUPPORT OFFSET PROGRAM BUREAU (OFFSET)
MAY 07 TO FEB 08 HUMAN RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRATION DIRECTOR - ABU DHABI PORTS COMPANY (ADPC)
MAY 04 TO MAY 07 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER, HR DEPARTMENT - ZAKUM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY (ZADCO) AS AN ADNOC SECONDEE
SEP 02 TO MAY 04 MANAGER, GROUP NATIONALS RECRUITMENT DEPARTMENT - ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (ADNOC)
SEP 01 TO SEP 02 HEAD, SCHOLARSHIP DEPARTMENT - ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (ADNOC)
NOV 99 TO SEP 01 SCHOLARSHIP OFFICER, SCHOLARSHIP DEPT - ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (ADNOC)
NOV 99 TO SEP 01 SCHOLARSHIP OFFICER, SCHOLARSHIP DEPT - ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (ADNOC)
NOV 98 TO OCT 99 DEVELOPPEE, PURCHASING DEPARTMENT - ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (ADNOC)

SPORTS EXPERIENCE

- UAE Boxing Federation Member since 2012
- UAE Boxing Federation President since 2016
- UAE National Olympic Committee since 2016
- ASBC Executive Committee member since 2014
- AIBA Executive Committee member - 2018
Mr Pichai Chunhavajira  
Country  Thailand  
Year of Birth  1949

President  
Thailand Boxing Association

Election date: 23 February 2013  
Last re-election: 18 February 2017  
Born: 15 February 1949

Education
Early education in Bangkok (Thailand); Graduated with Bachelor, in Accounting, Thammasat University (Kingdom of Thailand) 1970; Master degree, in Business Administration, Indiana University of Pennsylvania (United States of America); Honorary Ph.D. in Accounting, Thammasat University 2005; and Honorary Ph.D. in Financial Management, Mahasarakham University 2016; attended four intensive courses at Public and Private Joint Program (Class 13, National Defense College, Director Accreditation Program) DAP 49/2006; Director Certification Program DCP 143/2011; Thai Institute of Directors IOD; and Capital Market Academy, Class 5 2010

Career
2012 - Present  Chairman, Bangchak Corporation Public Company Limited  
2016 - Present  Chairman, BCPG Public Company Limited  
2014 - 2017  Director, Bank of Thailand  
2009 - 2016  Director, IRPC Public Company Limited  
2001 - 2013  Director, PTT Exploration and Production Public Company Limited  
2010 - 2012  Chairman, Thaioil Public Company Limited  
2008 - 2012  Chairman, Thaioil Ethanol Company Limited  
2009 - 2011  Director, PTT Public Company Limited  
2005 - 2011  Director, Thai Airways International Public Company Limited  
2000 - 2011  Director, Thaioil Power Company Limited  
1996 - 2009  Director, Dhipaya Insurance Public Co. Ltd  
2000 - 2009  Chairman, Thai Petroleum Pipeline Company Limited  
2007 - 2009  Director, PTT Aromatics and Refining Public Company Limited  
2008 - 2009  Chief Financial Officer, PTT Public Company Limited  
2005 - 2009  Director, PTT Chemical Public Company Limited  
2003 - 2008  Director & Audit Committee member, Siam Commercial Bank
Sports administration
President, Thailand Boxing Association (2013-Present); Vice-President, the Thailand National Olympic Committee under the Royal Patronage of His Majesty the King (2017-Present); Vice-President, Asian Boxing Confederation – ASBC, (2017-Present); Chairman, Sport and Environment Commission, NOCT (2017-Present); President, International Olympic Day Run Organizing Committee, NOCT (2017-Present); Vice-President, Asian Boxing Confederation – ASBC, (2017-Present); Chairman, Thailand International Half-Marathon Organizing Committee (2012-2015) and Thailand Boxing’s Team Manager to London Olympic Games (2012), Main hosting the various international qualification tournament in Boxing including: President of Organizing Committee’s Thailand Open International Boxing Tournament 2018, King’s Cup – H.M. King Maha Vajiralongkorn, President of Organizing Committee’s ASBC Asian Women’s and Men’s Youth Championship 2018 – Bangkok, President of Organizing Committee’s ASBC Asian Youth Championships 2014 - Bangkok, President of Organizing Committee’s Thailand Invitation International Boxing Tournament 2017 - Bangkok, ASBC Asian Youth Men Championship 2017 - Bangkok, President of Organizing Committee’s ASBC Asian Confederation Elite Men Championship 2015 - Bangkok, President of Organizing Committee’s ASBC Asian Youth Championships 2014 – Bangkok

Awards and distinctions
SCFO of the Year in 2001 by the Nation group and served as best Chief Financial Officer of the Year in 2003 by the prestigious Institutional Investor magazine.
Candidate(s) for Vice President and EUBC President Positions

Mr Franco FALCINELLI
Country Italy
Year of Birth 1945

TECHNICAL ACTIVIES
1971-1972 Technical Assistant for Italian National Junior and Senior Teams
1973-1978 Boxing Coach at the Boxing Club “Polisportiva Grifo Perugia”
1974 Technical Manager at the “Specialization Center of Ancona”
1978-1979 Coach in the National Juniors Division
1979-1996 Head Coach for the National Team (Junior and Senior)
1978-1999 Coach and Coordinator of the Training Program of 16 time World Champion IBF Gianfranco Rosi.

Technical Results: 7 Olympic Medals (3 of which Gold: Moscow, Los Angeles and Seoul) – 6 European Championships – 3 World Championships – 3 World Cups

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES for Italian Boxing Federation
1973-1978 Technical Advisor at the C.R. Umbro
1975 Member of the National Center of Specialization Division
1975-1978 Member of the National Teaching Commission
1980-1992 Member of the Amateur Executive Committee
1997-2000 Elected Member of FPI National Council
1997-1999 National Coordinator of the Professional Division
2001-2013 President of the Italian Boxing Federation

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
1999 Italian Delegate at the WBA Convention in Panama
1998, 2003, 2005 Italian Delegate at the WBC Convention in Johannesburg, Moscow, Malaga
2001-2004 International Secretary of the WORLD BOXING COUNCIL
2001-2004 Executive Member of the European Committee of EABA
2001-2004 Executive Member of the EBU
2001-2005 Promoter of the EBU Convention in Gubbio, Montecarlo, Belgrade
2002-2006  President of the European Coaches Commission
2002-2006  Member of the AIBA Executive Committee
2002-2006  Vice President of the AIBA (International) Youth Commission
2007-2012  Chairman of the T&R AIBA Commission
2010-present  Member of the AIBA Executive Committee
2012  Technical Delegate at the 2012 London Olympic Games
2012-present President of the European Boxing Confederation & AIBA Vice President
2016  Deputy Supervisor at Olympic Games Rio 2016
2017  AIBA Interim President

**PROVINCIAL AND REGIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE**
1972-1975  Provincial Technical Coordinator
1975-1978  Regional Technical Coordinator
1997-2005  Regional Secretary C.O.N.I. Umbria

**SOCIOPOLITICAL ACTIVITIES**
1978-1988  Assessor and Advisor of Sports for the Municipality of Assisi, Italy
  (Created the National Boxing Training Center where the Olympic Team trains)
1975-1980  Collaborative development for Sport Theory in conjunction with the local governing Sport Authority and the Region of Umbria
1980-1985  Member of the Regional Council of Sports
2017– present  Director of the Italian National Boxing Museum
Member of the Scientific Committee of the Fermi Institute of Perugia, Italy
Member of the Panathlon Club International
Member of ANAAI (National Association of Italian AZZURRI Athletes)

**RECOGNITIONS**
1985  Honored with the Cavaliere dell’O.M.R.I for Sport Merit
1990  Citizens Merit Award of Assisi
2004  Knight Commander of Merit from the Italian Republic
2009  Best Commission of the Year, AIBA T&R Commission
2016  Member of ANCRI (Associazione Nazionale Commendatori della Repubblica)
Candidate(s) for Vice President and OCBC President Positions

Mr Edgar TANNER
Country    Australia
Year of Birth    1947

Ted Tanner has been involved in management boxing positions since 1987 when he was elected President of Boxing Victoria. In 2005, Mr. Tanner was elected President of Boxing Australia, a position he still holds as well as Vice President of AIBA and President of the Oceanian Boxing Confederation from 2014. Mr. Tanner has overseen the hosting of AIBA events by Boxing Australia in 2010, 2012, 2015 and 2017 and has been serving as a member of Commonwealth Games Australia Management Board since 2011. As part of his management positions out of the boxing world, Mr Tanner has served as a member of Victoria’s Parliament 1979-1996, Head Gov’t/Opposition Whip 1988-96, Masters of Business Administration (SUT), Advanced Management Program (Aust. Admin. Staff Coll., Mt. Eliza).
Candidate(s) for Executive Committee Member Position-AFBC
Mr Carlos LÚIS GONÇALVES
Country: Angola
Year of Birth: 1968

CARLOS LÚIS GONÇALVES

• SPORTING PROFILE.
  • Born in Angola on January 4th, 1968.
  • From 1984 to 1990: Boxer 48 Kg; 51; 54 kg having participate with enormous success to both national and international competitions.
  • From 1993 to 1995: «DINAMO CLUB»: Boxing Sports Director.
  • From 1996 to 2004: FABOXE – Angolan Boxing Federation Secretary General.
  • From 2012 up to date: FABOXE - Angolan Boxing Federation President.
  • From 2015 up to date: AFBC Vice President elected during the General Assembly of AFBC in Lomé / Togo in May 2015.

Contacts: Mobile phone number: +244 937249289 (Whatsapp)

E-mail address: carlossolete@gmail.com
Mr NDAYISHIMIYE Eric
Country: Burundi
Year of Birth: 1972

PERSONAL INFORMATION:

NDAYISHIMIYE Eric
MALE AGED 45 YEARS OLD
MARRIED AND FATHER OF 2 BOYS AND 1 GIRL

EDUCATION BACKGROUND:

- 1998-2002: Bachelor degree (Licence), Institute of Physical Training and Sports, University of Burundi, Bujumbura
- 1996-1997: Military service, Certificate

BOXING EXPERIENCE

- April 23rd, 2017 until now: President of Burundi Boxing Federation
- 2012-2017: Secretary General of Burundi Boxing Federation
- May 2015: Participating in the Women World Championship for junior and training camp “Road to TAIPEI”, Taiwan
- April till June 2011: Interdisciplinary studies, International Diploma, Sports Academy Lausanne, Lausanne-Switzerland,
- September 2009 till 2012: Technical Director and Coach for national team for women in Burundian Boxing Federation
- 2001 till now: Chairperson of Kamenge Boxing Club
- August 2009: Certificate to participate in the Training Camp “The Road to Milan”, Assisi 2 weeks for trainings and Milano 2 weeks for world Championship, Italy
- 2006-2009: Experience certificate of officiating boxing in Burundi delivered by Expert of AIBA Professor Doctor Adel Sabri Abdelhamid and Burundian Boxing Federation
- 2006 till 2014: National coach for the elite boxers
- March 2008: Participation in the 2nd tournament of qualifying of the Olympic games, Windhoek-Namibia
- May 2007: Referees and judges formation in boxing by Expert of AIBA Professor Doctor Adel Sabri Abdelhamid
- June 2007: Trainers and coaches formation by Professor Doctor Adel Sabri Abdelhamid
- October 2006: Order mission for Zone IV to participate in the AIBA Congress san Domingo because of being the first member to give my own affiliated fees to AIBA
otherwise the Burundi Boxing Federation President had refused, delivered by Nzigou Mamoufoundi, President of Zone IV.

- December 2006: Coach of the national Team of Association of African National Olympic Committee Zone V games under 20, Nairobi-Kenya

- March 2005: Certificate of participation in the zone IV tournament, Chief of delegation and Technical Director of Burundi Boxing Federation, Libreville-Gabon

- May 2004: Certificate of Olympic education, Bujumbura-Burundi

- June 2003: Certificate of Sport management, Bujumbura-Burundi

- June 2003: Certificate of participation in the zone IV tournament, Technical Director of the Burundi Boxing Federation, Kigali-Rwanda

- Mai 2003: National Certificate of Trainers level II


- August 1999: Certificate of Trainer level I, Bujumbura-Burundi

For this long boxing experience professional in my country, I suppose to be the best to find solutions for many problems in Boxing for all the countries in the world.

That is why I had decided to make a proposal to be the Executive Committee Member of AIBA if being elected.

I hereby certify that the content of this Curriculum vitae is correct, complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Done in Bujumbura, 25th October 2018

Eric NDAYISHIMIYE
President of Burundi Boxing Federation
Mr Bertrand Magloire Roland MENDOUGA  
Country  Cameron  
Year of Birth  1959

I. PERSONAL INFORMATION

- MENDOUGA Bertrand Magloire Roland
- Male
- Age: 59

II. BACKGROUND

- Degree in Economics
- Master Degree in Economics
- DES in Economics
- Graduated from the National School of Administration and Magistrature of Yaounde

III. BOXING EXPERIENCE

- **National Level:**
  - 2001-2005: President of Cameroon Boxing Federation
  - 2009-2018: President of Cameroon Boxing Federation
- **Africa Level:**
  - AFBC EC Member
  - President of Zone IV
  - 2006-2008: President of AFBC Professional Boxing Commission
  - 2010-2018: AFBC EC Member
  - May 2018: Interim President of zone III
- **World Level:**
  - 2002-2006: AIBA EC Member
  - 2014: AOB - ITO (session of September 25 in Sicilia – Italy)
  - 2016: AOB Supervision (session of October in ASTANA – KAZAKHSTAN)
IV. COMPETITIONS ORGANISED
   – 2002: African Youth Boxing Championship in Douala
   – 2003: African Senior Boxing Championship in Yaounde
   – 2004: Zone 4 Boxing Championship in Yaounde
   – 2009: Zone 4 Boxing Championship in Yaounde
   – 2010: African Youth Men and Elite Women Boxing Championship in Yaounde
   – 2014: Zone 3 Boxing Championship in Yaoundé
   – 2014: African Senior Boxing Championship in Yaounde

V. AIBA COURSES ORGANISED
   – 2014: AIBA 1 Star Coach Course in Yaounde
   – 2016: AIBA 1 Star Coach Course in Yaounde
   – 2016: AIBA 2 Star Coach Course in Yaounde

VI. CONTACT
   – MENDOUGA Bertrand Magloire Roland
     President of Cameroon Boxing Federation
   – Tel.: (+237) 679 81 52 02 / 699 27 42 77
   – E-mail:camerounboxe@yahoo.fr
Mr Mohamed Elsayed Aly Touma  
Country  Egypt  
Year of Birth  1949  

**File & Resume**  

Name  : Mohamed Elsayed Aly Touma  
Dual Citizenship: American/Egyptian  

Egypt Address : Green Way Shipping Agency, El-Massagria Building #3 Memphis Street, Port Said, Egypt  
Cell: +201066557772   Fax:+20663353951   Email: Info@greenway-agency.net-  

Qualifications & Activities:  
. I'm currently the Vice President of the Egyptian Boxing Federation.  
. An EC Member (AFBC). .Also I'm An ITO..  
. I been actively involved in AIBA Year of Africa 2017  
. Attended R/J Instructor's course (Italy) 2016.  
. I have participated/attended (as an AIBA R/J) in most of the tournament around the Africa and the World..  
. Participated / Attended (AIBA R/J) in the Olympics game (Athens) 2004  
. Attended as a R/J and ITO in the some of the World Championship, Commonwealth Games/African Games, Army World Championship.  
. President of the Syndicate of Sports Professions – Port Said State, Egypt  

Capability:  
I do have the ability in sharing and working on the developmental competencies of the National Federations.  
I do have a suggestion of increasing the number of women boxing weight.  

Sincerely,  
Mohamed Elsayed Aly Touma
Mr Alfred Bernard Teddy Bongo Ondimba

Country: Gabon
Year of Birth: 1969

**PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE**

Etude Maître BONGO ONDIMBA
- Since 2006 Notaire, Libreville Gabon

CLERC DE NOTAIRE – ETUDE MAÎTRE CHICOT
- 1998 – 2006, Libreville Gabon

**ACADEMIC BACKGROUND**

ECOLE DE NOTARIAT
- 1994 – 1996, Toulouse, France

ECOLE DE NOTARIAT
- 1992 – 1994, Tours, France

DEUG 2 ETUDE DE DROIT UNIVERSITÉ DE DROIT
- 1990 – 1992, Tours, France

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA A2 : LITERARY SERIES
- 1989, Châteauroux, France

**CONTACT**

TEL: +241 07 6479 79
E-MAIL: etude.bongoondimba@gmail.com

**TRAINING**

Clerc de Notaire – Etude Maître
DUCASSE David
1996–1998, Toulouse France

**LANGUAGE**

FRENCH
Fluent

ENGLISH
Basic

SPANISH
Basic

**HOBBIES**

SPORT
Karaté, Kendo, Taekwondo, boxing, car racing, biking, equitation

MUSIC
Bass, Piano, Jazz

**LEISURE ACTIVITIES**

PRESIDENT OF THE GABONESE BOXING FEDERATION (FEGABOXE)
Since May 2017, Libreville Gabon

CRÉATION DE 2 NEW CLUBS JOHNSON OKOUMÉ À L’INTÉRIEUR DU GABON
2018

CRÉATION OF HIS OWN BOXING CLUB JOHNSON OKOUMÉ
2007, Libreville Gabon

CREATION D’UN CLUB CANIN ALJESA POUR LE DRESSAGE DES CHIENS DE RACE ET LE PENSIONNAT DE CHIEN
1998, Libreville Gabon

MEMBRE DE A 1901 LAW ASSOCIATION : « SMILE FOR ALL » FOR THE BENEFIT OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND OLD PEOPLE
2000, Libreville - Gabon
Mr Gen.(Dr) JOSEPH AYENI
Country Nigeria
Year of Birth 1951

Dear Respected Colleagues

Please accept the good will and greetings from Nigeria Boxing Federation. It is our pleasure to present the above candidate for election in EC AIBA, find his:-

Name: Brig General (RTD) Dr Joseph Oladunmoye Ayeni
Married Status: Married with Children
Date of Birth: 18th August 1951
Nationality: Nigerian
Qualification:
M.D. – Doctor of Medicine (Moscow – Russia)
M.SC- Master of Science (Moscow- Russia)
Ph.D in Medicine (Moscow- Russia)
FLCS – Fellow of International College of Surgeons U.S.A

SPORT CAREER BIO - DATA

- Boxer at no competitive level - Costain boxing club 1965-1970
- Executive Member Gymnastic Association of Nigeria 1989-1991
- Executive member Nigerian Amateur Boxing Association 1990-1993
- President Badminton Federation of Nigeria 1992-1994
- Member Nigeria Olympic Committee 1992-1994
- AFBA PING DOCTOR 2000 to date
- First vice President Amateur Boxing Association 2002-2009
- Secretary General Common Wealth Boxing Association 2005 to date
- Member Nigeria Olympic Committee 2006 to date
- President African Medical Commission 2006-2014
- President Zone 3 Boxing Association 2006- 2010
- Vice President International Boxing Association (AIBA) 2006 - 2010
- Vice President African Boxing Confederation (AFBC) 2006-2010
• Executive Member International Boxing Association (AIBA) 2010-2014
• Executive Member Nigeria Boxing Federation 2010 to date
• Executive Member AFBC 2010 to date
• AIBA Certification International Technical Official (AIBA -ITO) 2010 to date
• AIBA Certification Supervisor 2015 to date
• Chairman Lagos State Boxing Grass Root Development Committee 2017 - date
• Executive Member AIBA 2017- date

Over the years I have contributed to the progress and development of boxing in Nigeria that resulted into Nigeria winning gold, silver and bronze medals at common wealth African games and Youth Olympic Games (YOG) Argentina 2018.

I have officiated in many world championships and Olympics games as either ITO or deputy supervisor.

I will continue to give my maximum corporation to AFBC and AIBA as I have done in the last twelve years I served as EC member AIBA.
Mr EKRIMA HASHIM HAROUN AHMED
Country Sudan
Year of Birth 1986

EDUCATION
PCS in Informational Technology – Khartoum University - Sudan

PROFESSION
General Manager of Alsadeem Advertising Company

SPORT EXPERIENCES
Treasurer of Khartoum state boxing Association 2006-2009
Treasurer of Sudan Boxing Federation 2009-2012
Secretary General of Sudan boxing Federation 2012-2018
President of Sudan Boxing federation 2018 up to date
Exco. Member of Sudan Olympic Committee 2012 up to date
Mr MUHANGI MOSES  
Country Uganda  
Year of Birth 1984

PERSONAL INFORMATION:  
✔ MUHANGI MOSES  
✔ MALE AGED 35 YEARS OLD  
✔ MARRIED AND FATHER OF 2 BOYS  
(FUTURE BOXERS HOPEFULLY)

EDUCATION BACK GROUND  
• Bachelor’s degree In Statistics, Makerere University – Uganda  
• Diploma in Law, Makerere University – Uganda  
• Diploma in Sports Administration, Uganda Olympic Committee

BOXING EXPERIENCE  
• Amateur Boxer in Uganda for 12 Years  
• President Uganda Boxing Federation

WHAT I PLAN TO DO ONCE ELECTED  
• Convince aiba administration to negotiate with big companies like greenhill, adidas, nike etc to start selling boxing equipment to boxing federations at a cheaper price, at loan basis payable after a long period say 5years, etc.  
• Convince the aiba administration to negotiate with bigger brands like coke cola, pepsi cola, super sport etc to engage in boxing sponsorships  
• Convince the AIBA administration to negotiate with the different countries ministries of sports to see if the governments can increase or start funding national boxing federations  
• Convince the AIBA executive to adhere to transparent, accountability and effective communication with affiliate bodies like the national federations, International Olympic Committee and various sponsors
Dr Kennedy L. MUBITA
Country Zambia
Year of Birth 1957

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
1979: Form V Cambridge School Certificate with Distinction in English Language Awards;
1983: Obtained A Scholarship to Pursue Studies at The Higher Institute Of Physical Culture In Havana, Cuba
1988/9: Awarded A Bachelor’s and Master’s Degree In Physical Education, Sports And Recreation With Distinction
2018: Awarded Doctor of Philosophy In Sport Physiology (Phd) From Atlantic International University, Honolulu, USA.

WORK EXPERIENCE
1990: Joined the Department of Sports as A Sports Officer
1991: Was Appointed “Sport for All” Project Coordinator Under the Norwegian Sport Federation
1992: Undertook A Familiarisation Study Tour on Sports Organisation in Oslo, Norway
1992: Attended an Athletics Coaching Course in Harare, Zimbabwe
1991: Attended the International Olympic Itinerant Sports Administration Leaders Course at Commonwealth Youth Program (UNZA)
1992: Joined Z.C.C.M Trust School As A Physical Education Teacher/ Sports Master
1996: Joined Nkrumah Teachers College Of Education As A Senior Lecturer In Physical Education And Sports
1999: Was Appointed Volleyball Team Manager For Zambia Higher Institutions Sports Association
2003: Was Appointed Head Of Section In The Physical Education Section
2003: Was Appointed Senior Education Standards Officer In Charge Of Expressive Arts At The Provincial Education Office- Central Province
2012: Was Appointed Member Of The First “Levy Mwanawasa Stadium” Management Team
2016: Designed A Course Outline For Physical Education And Sport For Mulungushi University And Was Approved By Senate
DESCRIPTION OF JOB AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES:

• Teaching Physical Education in Varying Sports Disciplines to Students
• Lecturing to Student Teachers in Human Anatomy and Physiology, Sport Physiology, Health Education, Athletics, Gymnastics, Soccer, Basketball, Tournament Administration and Related Physical Education Courses.
• Carrying Out Inspections of Schools, Colleges, Teachers, And Lecturers in Order To Ensure Compliance To Set Standards
• Monitoring and Evaluating the Effectiveness Of Physical Education And Other Subjects In The Curriculum In Order To Recommend Appropriate Interventions.
• Preparation of Inspection Reports.
• Making Appropriate Recommendations.

POSITIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY:

• Chairman of Nkrumah Sports Committee 1996-2003
• Committee Member for Zambia Higher Institutions Sports Association (Zhisa)
• Volleyball Team Manager for Zambia At Confederation of Universities Games, Swaziland, 1999
• Colleges and Universities Sports Association
• Chairman for Central Province Amateur Boxing Association -2004 To 2012
• Vice President Zambia Boxing Federation, 2012-2016
• President Zambia Boxing Federation, 2017-To Date
• Part-Timer Lecturer at Nkrumah University, 2012 To Date

PUBLICATIONS:

“Cultural and Traditional Constraints of Female Participation In Sport,” 1992
“A Century of Modern Olympic Games, 1896-1996” Published In 1996
“Discproportionate Growth of Muscle Fibre In Biceps/Triceps According To The Longitude Of The Humerus In Athletes Subjected To Regular Weight Training,” 2017

ASSIGNMENTS

Designed a course outline for physical education and sport for a degree course for Mulungushi University (was approved by the academic development committee) February 2016.

HOBBIES: Swimming, cue ball pool and soccer

OTHER LANGUAGES: Spanish
Mr Sidi Mohamed MOUSTAHSANE (Please see page 4)
Country  Morocco
Year of Birth  1968.

Mr Flavia Furtado
Country  Cape Verde
Year of Birth  1978

Mr Richard Bienvenue Mouambouma
Country  Congo Republic
Year of Birth  1973

Mr Thierno Seydou Ba
Country  Senegal
Year of Birth  1945
Candidate(s) for Executive Committee Member Position-AMBC

Mr Alberto PUIG DE LA BARCA  
Country Cuba  
Year of Birth 1952

Mr. Alberto Puig de la Barca has always been part of the Cuban sport, first as teacher in the Cuban School of Physical Education until 1973, and after serving in different Cuban sport management positions between 1973 and 2010, when he was elected President of the Cuban Boxing Federation and boxing commissioner for the country.

Mr. Puig has been serving as AIBA Executive Committee member from 2013 when he was named President of the WSB team Cuba Domadores. A year later, in 2014, he started working in the WSB Commission as Vice-Chairman until 2017 when he was appointed as Chairman.
Mr RAYMOND (RAY) SILVAS
Country USA
Year of Birth 1952

PERSONAL INFORMATION
- RAYMOND (RAY) SILVAS
- MARRIED AND FATHER OF 2 ADULT CHILDREN
- RESIDENCE: HOUSTON, TEXAS, USA

EDUCATION
- BACHELORS DEGREE FROM TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY – KINGSVILLE
- SECURITIES EXCHANGE LICENSES: 6, 63, 26, 52

PROFESSIONAL
- RETIRED FROM ALLSTATE INSURANCE CORPORATION (2013)

BOXING EXPERIENCE
- HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN BOXING FOR 51 YEARS (1967-PRESENT)
- FORMER BOXER FOR 5 ½ YEARS
- AIBA CONTINENTAL REFEREE/JUDGE (1985-1992)
- CHAIRMAN OF R/J COMMISSION FOR UNITED STATES BOXING (1996-2002)
- USA BOXING NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2002-2005, 2015-PRESENT)
- CHAIRMAN OF R/J COMMISSION OF AMERICA’S CONFEDERATION (1999-PRESENT)
- AOB, APB, WSB SUPERVISOR
- INTERNATIONAL R/J INSTRUCTOR
- INTERNATIONAL R/J EXAMINER
- EXAMINER FOR ITO & SUPERVISORS
- ITO & SUPERVISOR AT MANY WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
- AIBA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBER (2014-PRESENT)

CONTACT INFORMATION
+1 281 682 0609 – CELL PHONE
RSILVAS527292@GMAIL.COM
Mr Pasquale (Pat) L Fiacco
Country Canada
Year of Birth 1962

Boxing Experience:

My involvement in sport is long and extensive. I have served in the 2004 Athens Olympics as the Canadian referee and judge and at the 2012 London Olympics as the Deputy Supervisor for the sport of boxing. I was elected to the AIBA Executive Committee in 2014. I served on the AIBA RJ Commission from 2010 to 2017 and was then appointed as the Chairman of the Technical and Rules Commission in December of 2017.

As a member of the AIBA Executive Committee, I was relentless in the pursuit to ensure that there was full transparency in the reporting of the AIBA Financial Statements. Even though this was met with resistance from the past President CK Wu, my EC colleagues supported me and ensured that the Financial Statements were made public.

I’ve held provincial and Canadian amateur boxing championships, such as Canada’s amateur bantamweight crown in 1980. I have served as the Head Official of Boxing Canada and have held the position of President of Boxing Canada since 2012.

Leadership:

I was elected as the Mayor of Regina in 2000 and held the position until 2012 when I opted to not run and focus more heavily on boxing. During my time in office, I served as a member on the Regina Regional Economic Development Authority (RREDA); the Mayor’s Task Force on Regina’s Future; the Regina Board of Police Commissioners; the Regina Crime Prevention Commission; the Wascana Centre Authority; the Big City Mayors’ Caucus; the Canadian Capital Cities Organization and the Saskatchewan City Mayor’s Caucus.

Business Experience:

I also bring a wealth of leadership skills and business experience. In addition to my strong business background cultivated during 20+ years at senior executive levels, I have governance experience gained during my time in office.

I’ve served as the Chief Executive Officer of Tourism Saskatchewan and the Hospitals of Regina Foundation. Since August of 2015, I have held the position of President and CEO of Four Horse Development, the economic development arm of Sakimay First Nation.
Mr MAURO JOSÉ DA SILVA
Country    Brazil
Year of Birth  1956

I started my career as referees and judge, where we have been fighting for years until 2008.

From 2009, we began our job as President of the Brazilian Boxing Confederation.

Immediately our modality took a new direction, since the previous board was catastrophic. in less than a year and a half, we have achieved results that were previously impossible.

Conquest of gold medals in the World Championship of elite and young men and women.

After these first achievements we did not stop and then came the young Olympic medals and the elite men's and women's medals in London. 01 silver, 02 bronzes including the first woman to win medal at the Olympic Boxing Games.

We continued our work where we were crowned with the gold medal in the Olympic Games Rio 2016, the first gold of our history.

Today, our 60kg female athlete is the current Pan-American champion and South American champion, continuously obtaining results in the main European championships.

We have built and supported high-level courses in AIBA referees and judges, which was fundamental for the development of our modality in Brazil.

Other conquerors followed, as champion by team in continental and South American games.
To conclude in the last games of the Youth Olympics in Buenos Aires once again the gold and this accompanied with a bronze.

I am currently a member of the AMBC executive, a member of the AIBA Referees and Judges Committee and AIBA AOB Supervisor.

I still have a lot of energy to put on the AIBA service, I count on your support.

Mauro José da Silva
President of the Brazilian Boxing Confederation.

Rua Tumiaru, 77 – Vila Mariana - São Paulo / SP – Brasil - CEP 04008-050
FONE/FAX: (55-11) 3051-4480
Madam Luisa Elena BENITEZ GOMEZ
Country Venezuela
Year of Birth 1971

POSTULACION A MIEMBRO DE COMITÉ EJECUTIVO AIBA
Postulo mi nombre como candidata a Miembro de Comité Ejecutivo de AIBA con la firme convicción de formar parte de un equipo de trabajo altamente capacitado para conducir las riendas de nuestro amado deporte. Sin lugar a duda, la incorporación de las mujeres como parte integral del Comité Ejecutivo demuestra que estamos consolidando los esfuerzos y continuamos avanzamos hacia el crecimiento de nuestra organización con enfoque a la igualdad de género. Mi compromiso es trabajar con responsabilidad, dedicación y eficiencia bajo los principios establecidos en nuestro código de Ética, con la seguridad de que juntos lograremos fortalecer a nuestra organización. Espero contar con el apoyo y respaldo de todos. DRA. LUISA ELENA BENITEZ

FORMACIÓN ACADÉMICA
1988-1991 T.S.U Relaciones Industriales
2002-2007 Abogado
2017 Presidenta Federacion Venezolana De Boxeo
2017 Oficial Tecnico Internacional (Ito)
2017 Miembro De Comision De Desarrollo Ambc
2017 Miembro De La Comision De Mujeres Cov

ACTIVIDADES Y EVENTOS RELEVANTES
- Asistente a Presidencia de la Federación Venezolana de Boxeo en los Juegos Olímpicos Londres 2012.
- Coordinadora de Logística en Pre-mundial de Boxeo AMBC 2015 Vargas – Venezuela.
- Participante como Equipo Técnico de Federación Venezolana en Campeonato Mundial Doha 2015.
- Coordinadora de logística Torneo Internacional Francisco “Morochito” Rodríguez - Cumana noviembre 2015.
- Coordinadora de relaciones exteriores y Logística en Programa Word Series Boxing (WSB) en V, VI y VIII Temporada.
- Asistente a Presidencia de la Federación Venezolana de Boxeo en Juegos Olímpicos Río 2016.

**CURSOS Y CONGRESOS**

**Septiembre 2018**
FORO DE IGUALDAD DE GENERO AIBA
Sofía, Bulgaria

**Marzo 2018**
ENCUENTRO DE LIDERES OLIMPICAS
Comité Olímpico Venezolano. Caracas, Distrito Capital.

**Diciembre 2017**
CONGRESO INTERNACIONAL DE DEPORTE, SALUD Y RECREACION
Comité Olímpico Venezolano. Caracas, Distrito Capital.

**Marzo 2009**
TALLER SOBRE PROCEDIMIENTOS ADMINISTRATIVOS Y JURISDICCIONALES PARA LA ADMINISTRACION PÚBLICA
Procuraduría General Del Estado Sucre

**Abril-Mayo 2008**
II CONGRESO INTERNACIONAL DE DERECHO DEL TRABAJO Y LA SEGURIDAD SOCIAL
Fundación Universitas. Margarita, Nueva Esparta

**Junio 2007**
ESTRATEGIAS GERENCIALES PARA DIRECCION DE RECURSOS HUMANOS
Fundil Capacitación Y Adiestramiento, C.A Caracas

**Noviembre 2007**
LIDERAZGO EFECTIVO
Coordinación De Capacitación Y Empleo (COCE, A.C)

**Febrero 2006**
TRABAJO EN EQUIPO DE ALTO DESEMPEÑO
Coordinación De Capacitación Y Empleo (COCE, A.C)

**Marzo 2005**
PROTOCOLO INSTITUCIONAL
Museo Gran Mariscal De Ayacucho. Cumaná,
Sucre.

**Abril 2004**
LA SINERGIA Y EL MEJORAMIENTO CONTINUO RHOMIN-84

**Abril 2003**
CONTRATOS, NEGOCIACIÓN Y MANEJO DE CONFLICTOS
Instituto de Formación - Caracas

**Octubre 1999**
ORGANIZACIÓN DE EMPRESA
Instituto Nacional De Cooperación Educativa (INCE). Cumaná, Sucre
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Mr Osvaldo BISBAL  (Please see page 5)
Country  Argentina
Year of Birth  1950

Mr Marco DUPERSOY
Country  Aruba
Year of Birth  1982

Mr Victor ALMONTÉ
Country  Dominican Republic
Year of Birth  1958

Mr Alex GONZALEZ
Country  Ecuador
Year of Birth  1965

Mr Jose Laureano Sepulveda
Country  Puerto Rico
Year of Birth  1976
Candidate(s) for Executive Committee Member Position-ASBC

Mr. Di WU
Country: China
Year of Birth: 1965

EDUCATION
Ph.D. in Economics

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
1. Director of China Min Sheng Banking Corp., Ltd and Hangzhou United Rural Commercial Bank Co., Ltd (and other notable banks).
2. Chairman of the board and the President of FCIT.
3. Chairman of the presidium of China International Chamber of Commerce for the Private Sector.
4. Deputy of Fujian Provincial People’s Congress.
5. Adjunct Professor of School of Economics in Renmin University of China.

BOXING CAREER
1. Former Vice President of AIBA.
2. Vice President of Chinese Boxing Federation.
3. President of BMA China.
4. Business partner of the International Boxing Association, a major investor of BMA, and an investor, promoter of various events including the APB and WSB.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. November 2014 to February 2015, invested and successfully held the 1st Season of APB (49KG) in Guizhou, China.
2. June to September 2015, invested and successfully held the 2nd Season of APB (49KG & 56KG) in Guizhou, China.
3. July 2016, invested in AIBA’s three-star event - China Open of Boxing, and held the Asian Boxing Development Forum in Guizhou, China.
4. October 2010, invested the founding of the first season of China Boxing Championship under cooperation with General Administration of Sport of China Boxing Taekwondo Sports Management Center and Chinese Boxing Federation.
5. November 2016, became Vice-Chairman of the Chinese Boxing Federation at the annual meeting.
6. September 2017 to January 2018, invested and successfully held the 2nd season of China Boxing Championship which includes 13 competitions for 4 months, created the largest boxing event in Chinese boxing history.
7. February 2018, elected to the China Boxing Federation Executive Committee Member at the National Congress of the Chinese Boxing Federation.
8. March-April 2018, Invested and supported the Chinese Dragon team to participate in the WSB Season VIII, and successfully hosted three Chinese home team matches.
9. September 2018, Invested and successfully held WSB Season VIII Finals in Fujian, China.
VISION
To participate in, to unite, to develop and to prosper AIBA and Olympic boxing family, while elevating the reformation and development of global Olympic boxing to a new level.
CV of RI JONG HYANG

Country: Democratic People's Republic of Korea
Candidate to: Executive Committee Member
Place and Date of Birth: S. Hamgyong Province 18/03/1982
Current Occupation: Boxing Teacher of Korea University of Physical Education.

Member of Technical Committee of DPR Korea Boxing Association
Head of Women Committee of DPR Korea Boxing Association

Current Address: Pyongyang, DPRK
Professional Qualification: Scholar of Sport Science
Language: English, Japanese

Athlete Career: 14 years
Start of Boxing: 13 year olds
First Club: Hamhung Railway Sport Club

Success as player:
National Champion 48kg (1998-2008)
Asian Champion 48kg (2001 Thailand), (2003 India), (2005 Chinese Taipei)
World Champion 48kg (2002 Turkey), (2006 India)

Special Award: World Best Women Boxer (2002 Turkey)
Asian Best Women Boxer (2005 Chinese Taipei)

Coaching Career: 7 years
KIM HYANG MI 48kg Silver Medalist Asian Championships in 2017
KIM SONG MI 57kg National Champion (2014-2018)

R&J Career: 3 years
Publication: Boxing Training in school
Basic Training in Boxing
Madam Shelly Selowati H. Soejono  
Country: Indonesia  
Year of Birth: 1966

**Place Of Birth:**  
Malang, East Java

**Nickname:**  
Shelly

**Address:**  
Aquamarine Selatan 3 No.11  
Pondok Hijau Golf, Gading Serpong  
Tangerang 15810, Indonesia

**Phone number:**  
+62-81317870789; +62-8170098700

**Email:**  
shellymiranda@yahoo.com

**Education:**  
Hotel Management at National Hotel Institute Bandung, Indonesia

**Working experiences in boxing:**  
- Secretary General of the Indonesian Boxing Association since 2016  
- Member of the AIBA Women's Commission since 2012  
- Certified AIBA ITO since 2012  
- Certified AIBA Supervisor/Technical Delegate since 2016  
- Executive Committee member of the Asian Boxing Confederation (ASBC)  
- Chairwoman of the ASBC Women's Commission in 2011-2015  
- Competition Manager of the 2018 Asian Games

**Introduction:**  
I started my sport career as a swimmer which helped me to raise my stamina, endurance and the capability to exceed my limits all the time. I was bronze medallist in the 200m butterfly swimming and in the 4x100m medley relay at the Bangkok 1978 & New Delhi 1982 Asian Games therefore I know the feeling and the motivation of our athletes. Following my sports career and studies I worked in public relations, event organizing and management areas. I have been supporting Indonesia's boxing life since many years. I am the only woman Technical Delegate in Indonesia in all sports and the first one in the country’s sport history in this high international position.

I am voluntarily working as the Secretary General of the Indonesian Boxing Federation in my general daily work and I have been supporting the world's boxing life as ITO since 2012. I was the Supervisor of the Guwahati 2017 AIBA Women’s Youth World Boxing Championships and also the Ho Chi Minh City 2017 ASBC Asian Confederation
Women's Boxing Championships and Deputy Supervisor of the Gold Coast 2017 test event of Commonwealth Games.

As Competition Manager of the 2018 Asian Games I was responsible for all aspects of the organization, all the hard work paid off with two bronze medals we got after 20 years Indonesia boxing never got any medal. And the best of all, one of the bronze medalist is our *woman* boxer of 60 Kg, she is the first woman Asian Games medalist in Indonesia boxing history! Another amazing moment came into my life when I was selected as one of the torch bearers during the Asian Games Torch Relay.

**My motto in boxing:**
Everything is possible with the right attitude, passion and hard work.

**My philosophy in boxing:**
I believe in the clear sport, respecting each other during the competitions and in the fair play of boxing in and out of the ring.

**My vision in boxing:**
I will fight for all areas of the gender equality in boxing to raise and develop women's boxing from the grassroots up to the highest performance. My main objectives are to raise the number of female competitions in the world and the quantity of women's officials, coaches and referees & judges.

I started a hard work and built up a development strategy in Indonesia one decade ago and after my national level duties I was involved to the international competitions in 2011. I feel that I have to continue my road in this lovely sport to serve the world's boxing life and to support the National Federations in better way.

We have tradition, heroes, values, and strong star boxers in each continent. Boxing has strong potential in all areas of the World and I believe our traditional combat sport will have a bright future. I am ready to use all of my knowledges, experiences and attitudes to raise boxing into another level.

**My Personal skills:**
- Strong management skills
- Problem-solving
- Assertiveness in directing
- Decision making
- Strategic Planning
- Strategic Thinking
- Conflict management skills
- Organizing and creating structures
- Project management
- Event management
- Economical skills
- Understanding boxing and the international environment of sports

**My language skills:** Indonesian, English, Mandarin
Mr HIROKUNI MOTO
Country Japan
Year of Birth 1970

JAPAN BOXING FEDERATION

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
✓ HIROKUNI MOTO
✓ NATIONALITY OF JAPAN
✓ MALE AGED 48 YEARS OLD
✓ MARRIED AND FATHER OF DAUGHTER and 2 SONS
   (Independence of one son other than)

CERTIFICATION EXPERIENCE:
✓ STAFF AS A COACH OF JAPAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (1997~)
✓ STRENGTHENING CHAIRMAN OF JAPAN BOXING FEDERATION (2002 -2010)
✓ VICE-STRENGTHENING CHAIRMAN OF JAPAN BOXING FEDERATION (2013~)
✓ MEMBER OF OLYPIC PROMOTION COMMITTEE OF JAPAN BOXING FEDERATION (2018~)

AWARD EXPERIENCE:
✓ BEST ASIAN COACH (2012 · 2017)
✓ CULTURAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD (JAPAN MINISTRY OF EDUCATION )

BOXING EXPERIENCE:
✓ ALL JAPAN CHAMPIONSHIP MIDDLEWEIGHT 1st (1991 -1995)
✓ AIBA MIDDLEWEIGHT RANKING 8th (1995)
✓ 26th ATLANTA OLYMPIC MIDDLEWEIGHT BOXER (1996)

POSITION CONTESTING FOR:
✓ AIBA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBER (2018 -2022)
WHAT I PLAN TO DO ONCE ELECTED:
✓ My commitment and responsibility for building better management while serving as a mediator between AIBA and Japan Olympic Organizing Committee at Tokyo 2020 Olympics.
✓ To construct fairer judgements or methods and to develop and diffuse these methods into the boxing competitions.
✓ To educate the youth through boxing.
✓ To devote myself to every kind of support activities and peace movements.

CONTACT:
✓ HIROKUNI MOTO
✓ JAPAN BOXING FEDERATION
✓ PHONE : +81-3-3481-2333  FAX : +81-3-3481-2334
✓ boxing@japan-sports.or.jp
Mr Ram Awale
Country Nepal
Year of Birth 1965

Date of Birth-06/06/1965
Personal Information:
Name: Ram Awale
• Businessman
• Born in middle class family at Lalitpur, Nepal
• Married and father of 2 boys and a daughter

BOXING EXPERIENCE AS A PLAYER
• Silver Medalist of South Asian Games -1984
• 6 Years of active boxing player with 13 International Boxing Championship experiences in mid 80s

BOXING EXPERIENCE AS IN THE LEADERSHIP POSITION
• Serving National Boxing Federation from last 14 years
• Serving National Federation as a President from Last 2 years
• Participated in 2 Olympics and 3 Asian Games in different part of the world as an Official for the nation.

My goal to serve in the AIBA if I Elected as EC Member.
My motive to serve in the AIBA family to uplift Boxing in poor and less developed countries who are not able to access the right facilities. Three fourth of the world are such countries, I would like to be the Chanel of international boxing Association to develop Boxing in every corner of the world.

Contact Details # Ram Awale
President of Nepal Boxing Association
Cell No: +977-9851049684 / 9851225863
What’s App: +9779851225863
Email: ramawale2010@gmail.com / nepalboxingassociation@gmail.com
Dian is known as the catalyst for the resurgence of boxing and the introduction of fencing in Sri Lanka. A former Junior National Flyweight Champion in Boxing himself, Dian has been an ardent follower of the sport and has been actively engaged in its administration for the past 15 years. He was elected as president of the Amateur Boxing Association of Sri Lanka (ABASL) for 8 consecutive years where he was instrumental in introducing corporate thinking to the sport implementing a long-term strategic plan for the Association which resulted in a boxer participating in the Beijing Olympics in 2008 after a lapse of 40 years. He has also served in the Amateur International Boxing Associations (AIBA) Women’s Commission and was the first Sri Lankan to be appointed to the Commonwealth Advisory Board on Sport (CABOS).

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Present

- Chairman of Hela Clothing (Private) Limited – (2016 – present)

Hela Clothing is an apparel manufacturing group with a net worth of LKR 30 billion. Manufacturing in excess of over 100 million units of apparel annually through 16 manufacturing, printing and embroidery plants across Sri Lanka, Kenya and Ethiopia, offering innovative apparel solutions for today’s fast changing fashion requirements (www.helaclothing.com)

- Chairman of Colombo School of Business & Management (www.csbm.edu.lk)

- Director – Nestle Lanka PLC

Previous


MAS is a USD 2 billion Apparel and Textile Manufacturing conglomerate, headquartered in Sri Lanka with 48 manufacturing facilities placed across 15 countries (www.masholdings.com).

PROFESSIONAL & ACADEMIC

- Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (UK)
- Fellow member of Chartered Certified Accountants (UK)
- Member of Certified Practicing Accountants (Australia)
- Chartered Global Management Accountant (UK)
- Executive Education at Harvard Business School, Wharton

ENTREPRENURSHIP
- Westgate Interiors–Chairman (www.westgateinteriors.net)
- Gandhara Crafts & Artifacts –Chairman (www.gandharacrafts.com)
- Innovest – Chairman (www.innovest.lk)
- Villa Republic–Chairman (www.villarepublic.com)

ACHIEVEMENTS – PROFESSIONAL
- Appointed by the Prime Minister in 2003, as a member of the Steering Committee on Human Resources Development in implementing the “Regaining Sri Lanka” program
- Profiled in the “Wall Street Journal” as an icon bringing pride to the Sri Lankan apparel industry in 1999
- Awarded the ‘Brand Leadership Award’ under Individual Category by the World Brand Congress in 2009 – Mumbai, India
- Recognized as one of Sri Lanka’s ‘Male Icons’ by the Sri Lanka Institute of Marketing in 2007
- President of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (UK) – Sri Lanka Division in 2001/2002
- Awarded Business Leader of the Year 2003, under the Large-Scale Category at the CIMA- Janashakthi Pinnacle Awards
- Chairman of Textile Committee of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce in 2007
- Director of the Sri Lankan Tourist Board in 2007
- Committee Member of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce in 2002
Mr Yousuf Ali Al-Kazim
Country Qatar
Year of Birth 1963

Curriculum Vitae

❖ Personal Information:-

- Name: - Yousuf Ali Al-Kazim.
- Nationality: - Qatari.
- Date of Birth: - 01/01/1963.
- Phone Number: - (+974) 55513551 / 44944266.
- E-mail Address: - yalkazim9@hotmail.com.

❖ Qualification:-

- PHD (Business Administration)
- Master of Business Administration.
- Bachelor of Management Information Systems.
- Aeronautical Engineering.
- Diploma in Management of Olympic Sports Institutions.

❖ LANGUAGE SKILLS:-

- Excellent written and spoken Arabic and English languages.

❖ Experiences:-

- 1992 Secretary General of Environment Friends Center.
- 1999-2013 Secretary General of the Qatar Boxing Federation.
- 1999 Member of the Referee & Judges Commission in the Arab Boxing Federation.
- 2000 Accredited trainer for Boxing Scoring system.
- 2003 Secretary General of Arab Federation for Voluntary Activities.
- 2005 Member of the public relations committee of Asian Boxing Confederation.
- 2006 Asian Boxing Confederation (continental) Judge.
- 2006 Competition Manager of Asian Games (Boxing Championship) Doha 2006.
• 2007 Chairman of the Referees & computer Committee in the Cooperation Council Regulatory Commission.
• 2007 Member of Relations & Mass media in the Boxing International Federation.
• 2007 Member of the National Committee for sport and environment in Qatar.
• 2008 Secretary of the sport and environment committee (till now).
• 2009 Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Boxing Gulf Countries (till now).
• 2009 Member of the Afro – Arab Youth Council.
• 2011 Member of Asian Boxing Confederation Competition Commission (till now).
• 2011 Competition Manager 27th Arab Championships Doha.
• 2011 Competition Manager Doha Challenge International Boxing Tournament.
• 2011 Competition Manager of the 12th Arab Games Boxing Championships Doha.
• 2014 President of the Qatar Boxing Federation.
• 2014 Asian Boxing Confederation Executive Member.
• 2014 Chairman of Local Organizing Committee (AIBA World Boxing Championships Doha 2015).
• 2014 World Series of Boxing Committee member (WSB).
• 2015 President of the Afro – Arab Youth Council.
• 2015 Vice-President of Asian Boxing Confederation.
• 2016 President of CISM Boxing sport committee.
• 2016 President of Arab Federation for Voluntary Activities.
• 2016 Chairman of Boxing Arab Committee.
• 2018 President of Development and planning commission in UWW-Asia.
Boxing in India was going through its leanest phase. Years of mismanagement had resulted in boxers being uninspired and disheartened, and the sport itself was fading from the minds of the general public. What was needed, was a miracle. It was during these tumultuous times in September 2016, that Boxing Federation of India (BFI) was constituted.

The very next need of the hour was strong, level-headed and dynamic leadership. And Mr Ajay Singh was elected as its first President. For the very few who don’t know yet, Mr Singh is known as “the turnaround man of the Indian aviation industry”.

SpiceJet, one of India’s most prominent airlines was reeling under huge losses. It was at the verge of shutdown when Mr Ajay Singh took charge. It was under his command, as the Chairman and Managing Director of the airline, that it took flight again. And how!

No wonder he scripted yet another turnaround story. This time for the sport of boxing in India.

Mr Ajay Singh, along with the new office bearers at BFI left no stone unturned in changing the fortunes of the Federation, as well as the sport of boxing in India. In just 2 years, BFI held the distinction of having hosted AIBA Commissions Meetings, AIBA Youth Women’s World Championships 2017 and now, will play host to AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships 2018. In addition to these, BFI has also hosted a number of National Championships at Elite, Youth and Junior Levels for both Men and Women, thus taking boxing to the nooks and corners of India.

The efforts put forth by him and his team is reflected in the performance of boxers beyond the National Championships. BFI has participated in a
number of Championships and Tournaments organised by AIBA, ASBC and other brother Federations resulting in a huge exposure to Indian boxers. It has increased the level of skill and the confidence of these boxers to the extent that they have, since September 2016, been able to win a number of medals in international exposure programs. The Indian Boxing Team won 9 medals at the 2018 Commonwealth Games with all 8 Men Boxers picking up a medal each.

In a first for Indian Boxing, BFI has also started an annual event ‘India Open’ International Boxing Tournament since 2017 and also, Indian Boxing League in which prominent boxers from across the globe will participate.

‘A miracle indeed’, some would think. ‘Just another day at office’, Mr Ajay Singh himself, would rather term it as.
Mr Bat-Erdene Dashdemberel
Country    Mongolia
Year of Birth   1963

Mr Syed Abdul Kadir Syed Abu Bakar
Country    Singapore
Year of Birth   1948

Mr Pichai Chunhavajira    (Please see page 7)
Country    Thailand
Year of Birth   1949

Mr Anas AL OTAIBA    (Please see page 6)
Country    UAE
Year of Birth   1976
Candidate(s) for Executive Committee Member Position - EUBC

Mr Artur GEVORGYAN
Country Armenia
Year of Birth 1975

Autobiography

I, Artur Samvel Gevorgyan, was born on April 1, 1975. I studied and graduated from Davitashen School N 189 named after Samvel Gevorgyan, which later was given the name of the hero of the Artsakh war, the Order of the First Degree of the Fighting Cross of the Republic of Armenia, the commander of the "Sasna Tsrer" militant detachment Samvel Gevorgyan.

Since 1987 I have been involved in boxing. In 1989 I became the winner of the Junior Championships of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, completing the master of sports norms. In 1994-1996 I served in the Armenian army. In 1996, I graduated from the Yerevan State Institute of Physical Culture. In 1998 my name was registered in the epic book of the Armenian State Institute of Physical Culture. In 2012-2014 I entered and graduated from the Yerevan State University's Master of International Relations Department. I have a diploma qualification.

In 1996, I took the fifth place in the 26th Olympics in Atlanta, defeating one of the meetings by Floyd Mayweather.

I have been awarded the title of Master of International Sport. In 1998 I became the winner of the European championship. In 2000, I participated in the Sydney Olympic Games. From 2005 to 2008, I was the deputy head of Davtashen community in Yerevan. On May 18, 2008 I was elected head of Davtashen community. On June 15, 2009 I was appointed head of the Davtashen administrative district of Yerevan:

I was elected Member of National Assembly in the 2012 and 2017 parliamentary elections:

In 2012, I was awarded the highest award of Yerevan, the gold medal of Yerevan Mayor:

In 2014, I was awarded the National Medal of Honor for the contribution to the development and prosperity of Armenian sport.

In 2013, I was elected the President of the Armenian Boxing Federation:

During my work time the Armenian boxing team had a lot of great ups such as the European champion, the 3rd place winner of world boxing championships, 5 Olympic athletes and many winner of international tournaments.

I am married, I have 3 children, 2 daughters and a boy.
Mr Suleyman MIKAYILOV  
Country Azerbaijan  
Year of Birth 1962  

Suleyman Mikayilov was born in April 27, 1962 in Nakhchivan, Azerbaijan. Since childhood he started to practice boxing. As young boxer he was involved to local and international tournaments. He was selected as a member of Dynamo Sport Club of former Soviet Union. Suleyman Mikayilov involved to represent USSR as one of leading young boxers of Dynamo Sport Club. He was several times Azerbaijan Champion and medalist of former USSR.

Interest to boxing enabled him to open wide scopes of global sport. Becoming member of USSR team he started to get sport and physical science at Azerbaijan Academy of Sport. After graduating Academy he was very active in global boxing world. In 1996 he become international referee and judge of AIBA. Since 2010 he is serving AIBA Executive Committee member and EC Bureau. As sport official he was attended at Olympic Games in Sydney 2000, Athens 2004, Beijing 2008, London 2012, Rio 2016.

Together with boxing he is very active in social and political life. He started to continue his education at Azerbaijan State University in the field of law. He was graduated University with honor diploma and become lawyer. Since then he has been involved to work at different ministries of force in Azerbaijan. He gained the rank of colonel while being chairman of Baku Custom Committee head office. He continues his activity as government official. Since 2004 he serves governor of different regions of Azerbaijan. He was governor of Yardimli, Lankaran regions of Azerbaijan. Currently he is governor of Garadagh region of Baku, Azerbaijan.

Our motto is strong sport needs strong leaders.
Belarusian Boxing Federation with the support of NOC nominated me as a candidate for the position of AIBA Executive Committee Member.

At the age of 14 I put on boxing gloves for the first time, and today boxing and me is a single entity for more than 50 years.

**SPORTS BACKGROUND**

- Member and the Captain of the USSR National boxing team (super heavyweight category)
- USSR Cup Winner
- Universiade Champion
- Winner of 6 bouts in the Dual matches between the USA and the USSR National Teams
- Winner of a series of major International Tournaments Category A
- Senior coach of the National boxing team of the Republic of Belarus

**EDUCATION BACKGROUND**

Higher pedagogical education, Boxing coach (Belarusian State University of Physical Culture)

Higher economical education (International Economic Management, Turin, Italy)

After completion of my sports career I intensively keep on working for Belarusian boxing federation and NOC of Belarus. Since 1994 I have been elected as BBF Executive Committee member and BBF Vice-president, and as from 2010 I am the President of Belarusian boxing federation.

Since 1997 I have worked as the General Director of Belarus – USA joint venture “Western Technologies” (machine engineering).

My experience as the EUBC Executive Committee Member, BBF President, NOC Member and General Director of joint venture provides me with the opportunity to conduct well-directed work for popularization and development of Boxing.
The EUBC European Confederation Boxing Championships were twice conducted in Mins (1998 and 2013). More than 100 Boxing Tournaments are held in the country every year.

Belarus was one of the first countries to realize the European project “School Boxing”. Much attention is paid to the development of women’s boxing and gender equality. Upon the initiative of the Belarusian side Boxing tournament was included into the program of the II European Games to be held in June 21-30, 2019 in Minsk.

Dear delegates!

In my address to you I am consciously not talking about the abyss on the edge of which boxers have appeared today. How could one ever imagine that the Sport, which is one of the founders of the Olympic Movement, can face the probable exclusion from the Olympic family?

Therefore, I am convinced that only the new President, the newly elected members of the Executive Committee and profile Commissions of AIBA and with the active participation of the National Federations will be able to restore the lost image of AIBA. I fully agree with the proposals on fundamental changes in governance system, transparency and democratization in the activities of AIBA. I am ready to take part in creation and implementation of the new programs of coaches, R&G and specialists training.

Regardless of the results of the vote, I will keep on defending the interests of the National Federations as the foundation of the development of World Boxing and protecting the rights of the boxers. Exactly in this I see the meaning and target of our collective work.

Sincerely Yours,

Dmitry TIKHOMOLOV
Madam Emilia GRUEVA  
Country     Bulgaria     
Year of Birth     1972

**AIBA / EUBC Career**

2017 - present     AIBA Executive Committee  
                   Member
2017 - present     Chairperson of AIBA Women’s  
                   Commission
2011 - 2017     Member of AIBA Women's Commission
2014 - present     AIBA ITO
2014 - present     Member of EUBC Women’s Commission
2018 - present     Initiator and President of Organising Committee of the  
                   1st AIBA Gender Equality Forum Sofia 2018
2012 - 2018     President of Organising Committees of:  
                   •     EUBC Junior Boxing Championships Sofia 2012
                   •     AIBA Women's Junior/Youth World Boxing Championships Albena  
                         2013
                   •     AIBA Youth World Boxing Championships Sofia 2014
                   •     EUBC European Union Boxing Championships Sofia 2014
                   •     EUBC Elite European Boxing Championships Samokov 2015
                   •     EUBC European Women's Boxing Championships Sofia 2016
                   •     EUBC European Junior & Youth Women's Boxing Championships  
                         Sofia 2017
                   •     EUBC European Junior Boxing Championships Albena 2017
                   •     EUBC European Schoolboys/Schoolgirls Albena 2018
                   •     EUBC European Women's Boxing Championships Sofia 2018

**Sports Administration Career**

2014- present     Chairperson of the Board of Directors, National Sport  
                   Base EAD
2016- present     Vice President of Bulgarian Boxing Federation
2011 - 2016     EC Member of Bulgarian Boxing Federation

**Education**

2017 - present     Ph.D. in Theory and Methodology of Sports sciences
                   Doctorate thesis: Analysis on the development of Women Olympic  
                   Boxing between 2012 and 2016
2014 - 2017 Master’s degree in Olympism and Sport, National Sport Academy
1998 - 2001 Master’s degrees in journalism and Public Relations, Sofia University

Languages
Bulgarian, English, Russian, Spanish, German
It is my privilege to be nominated for an Executive Committee member position of AIBA. I would like to briefly outline my competencies as to why I am a suitable candidate. I have had a lifetime in boxing balancing this with family, and my career as a senior financial development manager responsible for a multi-million-pound budget and investment portfolio. I have an international outlook and background, I speak three languages and, although living in England, I was born in Scotland to Italian migrants and I am proudly married with two daughters and five grandchildren.

My career in boxing is something that I am truly committed to and passionate about. My journey in Amateur Boxing began aged 10 and I boxed until I reached age 23, competing in over 100 bouts. Following this I became an official, starting at the grassroots in the North East of England and progressing through to Olympic and World Championships level. I became a major panel official and passed the EABA (EUBC) accreditation in 1992 followed by AIBA accreditation in 1996. This experience has seen me attend 92 International events as a referee/judge, which have included:

- AIBA World Championships at every level
- The Olympic Test Events for Athens 2004 and Beijing 2008
- Numerous Olympic Qualifying Tournaments
- Commonwealth Games (Manchester 2002 and Melbourne 2006)
- EUBC (EABA) Championships at every level
- Numerous Multi Nation and Dual Internationals
- National Championships at every level

I also proudly refereed one of the first female bouts in England soon after the ban on allowing females to box was ended. I am an advocate for diversity in our sport and the introduction of female boxing was, in my view, very much overdue and a valuable addition to boxing.

Following 20 years as an International Referee and Judge, I became a Director of both England Boxing and GB Boxing Ltd in July 2013. In 2014/15 I passed the International Technical Official (ITO) accreditation. As an ITO I have attended a number of both AIBA and EUBC major events, including the Rio 2016 Olympic Games and the 2017 AIBA World Championships. As well as being a Director, I Chair the England Boxing Technical Rules Referee / Judges Subcommittee and sit on the AIBA International Technical committee as its Secretary.
My parallel career has been in the Financial Services industry, where I worked as a senior business manager responsible for a team of up to 35 and a turnover of circa £10m. This brought me the experience, insight and understanding of the importance of strategy, development and building robust and accountable businesses and programmes. Something that will be vitally important in the coming years as AIBA rebuilds itself.

As can be seen above, over the last 50 years I can demonstrate a considerable amount of knowledge and experience in our wonderful sport from grassroots through to the highest international levels at both competition and committee level. This experience, including the technical and rulemaking knowledge coupled with my business management and strategic development competence, would, I believe, be an asset to the Executive Committee.

It would be an honour to be elected by you to help AIBA reform and improve its governance to become a leading Olympic sport.

GIORGIO VINCENZO STEPHEN BRUGNOLI
Chartered Insurer
Associate Chartered Insurance Institute
Diploma Personal Financial Services
Mr Dominique NATO  
Country   France  
Year of Birth   1957

DIPLOMAS and LANGUAGES

• Master "Trajectory Manager Sport" T.M.S INSEP (2013)
• Sport Educator's State Diploma 3rd Degree Option Boxing INSEP (2012)
• Master 1 Sport Law University Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne (2009)
• Sport Educator's State Diploma 2nd Degree Option Boxing INSEP (1985)
• Sport Educator's State Diploma 1st Degree Option Boxing INSEP Creps de Talence (1984)
• BAC Professional BAC Pro electrotechnical (1975)
• BEPC (1970)

• Italian (read, spoken)
• Spanish (read, spoken)
• English (read)

ADMINISTRATIVE COURSE

• Exceptional class inspector French Ministry of Youth and Sports, 2017
• Senior inspector, French Ministry of Youth and Sports, (2016)
• Outstanding Senior Technical Consultant (2014)
• Titular sport teacher (2002)
• Police Investigator (1977 - 2002)

FEATURES

• 2012 - Director of the sport performance center of Nancy
• 2011 - 2012 Consultant at. the Sports Policy Department (D.P.S - M.E.X), INSEP
• 2002 - 2011 National Technical Director of the French Boxing Federation
• 2000 - 2002 DTN Assistant in charge of the high level of the French Boxing Federation
• 1996 - 2000 Director of France Boxing Teams
• 1992 - 1996 National Boxing Coach in charge of Olympic Team Olympique Preparation
• 1989 - 1992 National Boxing Coach Military team
• 1985 - 1989 Instructor at the National Police School of Paris,
• 1977 - 1985 Ministry of the Interior police investigator at the police station of Champigny

ACQUIRED SKILLS

• Management and implementation of the sport and financial project of an Olympic Federation
• Link and collaboration with the various players in the national high-level sport network Direction,
• Management, real estate and budget management of a public administrative institution
• Preparation in connection with the administration of the multi-year performance contract
• Promote governance between the Board, local authorities and the administration
• Management of human resources, payroll and real estate assets

HONORIFIC DISTINCTIONS
• Knight in the National Order of Academic Palms 2016
• Knight in the National Order of Merit 2013
• Gold Medal of the Ministry of Youth and Sports 2000
• Silver Medal of the Ministry of Youth and Sports 1995

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SPORTS PALMARES

Personal Successes
• Professional heavyweight French Champion, European challenger 1985
• 5th at the 1978 Beograd Amateur World Championships
• 40 international selections, shortlisted for the Moscow Olympics (1980)

Results Achieved As A Federal Technical Framework
• Medals obtained as National Coach and National Technical Director and elected member

Olympic Games 3 Gold - 5 Silver - 4 Bronzes

Representation in National or International Bodies
• 2017 - Vice-Chairman of the AIBA Technical and rules Commission
• 2016 - Vice President of the French Boxing Federation
• 2006-2012 Member of the AIBA Technical and rules Commission
• 1998-2008 Member of the European Commission of Coaches EUBC
Since 1984 Jürgen Kyas is acting in leading positions and functions within the sport of boxing at national and international level. Member of the AIBA Executive Committee since 2010, Jürgen Kyas is President of the German Boxing Association since 2009 and served on the European Boxing Federation as Vice President since 2015 and member of the EUBC Executive Committee since 2010. Mr Kyas has also been involved in event organisation: he was President of the Organising Committee for the 2017 AIBA World Boxing Championships in Hamburg.
Madam Hana KENDI  
Country  Hungary  
Year of Birth  1977

Curriculum Vitae

Hana Kendi  
Budapest, Hungary  
19/04/1977

ABOUT
I am a sports economist; my fields of expertise are concentrated in the areas of communication and media from the perspective of sport development. This means, I have well developed qualifications on accurate value assessment of a given sport for its promotion on the sports market. In simple terms, I have an extensive knowledge base on how to feature and advertise a sport, a business, or sport association with the goal of having it become a major player in the sports market. I have invested 15 years of experience in this field. I have held various leading roles in the field of communication, primarily in the business sector, politics and sports. As an athlete, a martial arts referee, sports manager and sports diplomat, I also worked outside of Europe. As a sports economist, I am dealing with strategic and competitiveness-enhancing issues. I devote extra special attention to women in sport, not only because I am a woman in leadership, but also as a representative of my country at various sports organizations. I am a sports journalist, as well. I write articles in printed and online media, mostly for sports-related magazines and sport economy sites. Moreover, I am responsible for the content of the website “Government Sport” – kormanysport.hu - owned by my company, which is about all sport-related investments and activities of my country’s government.

EDUCATION

• UNIVERSITY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION / Budapest, Hungary / Sport Management - Master of Science
• UNIVERSITY OF WEST HUNGARY / Szombathely, Hungary / Bachelor of Communication, Major of Public Relations
• WILD - Women’s International Leadership Development Program / Brussels, Belgium / Copenhagen, Denmark / Strasbourg, France / Budapest, Hungary / as a representative of the Hungarian National Sports Federation & ENGSO (European Non-governmental Sports) initiative
• EUROPEAN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATES / English
• COLLAGE OF COMMERCE / Major of Marketing & Advertising
• FERENC SZASZ HIGH SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
WORK EXPERIENCE

- TOP SPORT MEDIA – Sport & Media Agency / Owner
- KORMÁNY SPORT – Magazine of Sports Economics / Owner, Director for Content
- PRESZTÍZS SPORT MAGAZIN / Sports Journalist
- HUNGARIAN BOXING ASSOCIATION / Head of Communication / Chairwoman of the Hungarian Boxing Women’s Commission
- FELIX PROMOTION INTERNATIONAL - Sport Agency / Sport and Communication Manager
- RIGHT COMMUNICATION – Political Communication Agency / Senior Consultant
- FEMINA GROUP - PR & Media Agency / Head of Communication
- SIMPLE+SMART BRANDING - Branding Agency / Branding Executive
- CITIBANK - CONLET / Communication Manager

LANGUAGES

- Hungarian – native
- English – excellent oral and writing skills
- Japanese – elementary
- Hebrew - beginner

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS

- Digital photography
- Referee & Judge – AIBA / IFMA / WKF / WPKC
- Yoga therapist
Mr Terry SMITH
Country       Ireland
Year of Birth  1944

I was born and educated in Ireland. Most of my business career was spent in the transport sector, oil distribution via sea, road and rail then airfreight and express parcel delivery where I held senior positions and obtained occupational qualifications in business management. For thirteen years before retiring from my business career in 2004 I was the owner of restaurants and bars.

When I was 10 years of age I joined a boxing club in Belfast and that was the start of a lifetime involvement in the only sport that has ever interested me.

I have boxed been a Coach, Referee/Judge and Administrator during my sixty plus years involvement.

A summary of my participation in recent years is as follows, a Member of the AIBA Executive Committee since 2006 served a National Federation, as Council Member, Vice-Chairman, Chairman and President. I have been Chairman of the AIBA R&J Commission in between 2006-2014, served as AIBA Technical Delegate in numerous AIBA tournaments the pinnacle off which was undoubtably the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing. I have no also represented boxing on the BOA (British Olympic Association) 2000-04.

As part of my commitment to future generations of officials I am an AIBA R&J Instructor/Examiner and Evaluator.

Should I be fortunate and gain your support for what will be my final mandate I can assure you that I will continue to re-enforce the quality of facilities available to assist our Referees and Judges in obtaining the highest possible levels of efficiency, integrity and discipline.

Thank you for your support.
Mr Leszek PIOTROWSKI
Country Poland
Year of Birth 1965

Résumé
of Mr Leszek Piotrowski - candidate for the position AIBA Executive Committee

Mr Leszek Piotrowski has been connected to olympic boxing since 1970. After finishing career as an athlete, he began his work as a coach starting from the local club WDA Swiecic.

In 1992 Mr Piotrowski was appointed youth and junior national team coach. At that time his boxers won medals in Polish championships, European and world championships in all weight categories. During that time he focused on developing women boxing, searched for talented female athletes and engaged them in the olympic boxing. Finally, he established Polish women national team and in 2000 became its head coach. For twelve years at this position his boxers won impressive number of 198 medals in European and world boxing championships as well as qualifications for the Olympic Games in London in 2012.

For six years (2003-2009) Mr Piotrowski was a member of EUBC Women’s boxing commission, deeply engaged in promotion of female boxing in Europe and all around the world. He had strongly supported the idea of organization of European youth and junior women’s championships, which, for the first time in history, were organized in Poland in 2008. He organized international boxing events: Women’s European Boxing Championships (Warsaw, 2006), Women’s Youth & Junior European Union Championships (Katowice, 2011), Women’s Youth & Junior European Championships (Cetniewo, 2012).

For three years (2009-2012) Mr Piotrowski was a member of AIBA Women’s boxing commission.

He is the person, who introduced new ring suit for women i.e. skirts.

In November 2016 Mr Leszek Piotrowski was elected the President of the Polish Boxing Association and has held this function voluntary.
Mr Umar KREMLEV  
Country  Russia  
Year of Birth  1982

Umar Kremlev was born on November 1, 1982 in Russia, Moscow region, Serpukhov city.

Umar was fond of boxing since he was a child. He trained in the boxing gym Olimp under the coaching of Alexei Galeyev, along with future famous Russian boxers Fedor and Dmitry Chudinov.

He graduated from the Moscow State Academy of Communal Services and Construction.

From February 1, 2017 Kremlev became a member of the executive committee of Russian Boxing Federation. He was nominated the Secretary General of the Russian Boxing Federation.

Umar was the initiator of establishment of the Boxing Day in Russia. He has participated in the organization of the largest world boxing events.

Kremlev initiated first Global Boxing Forum, which was held February 1-4, 2018 in Sochi. This unique event brought together representatives of more than 130 countries, heads of all leading organizations, as well as leading athletes from around the world, Olympic champions, world champions and boxing officials.

Kremlev was awarded the Cross of the International Order of St. George Glory, the Certificate of Honour of the President of the Russian Federation, the medal “25 years to the Security Service of the President of the Russian Federation”. He was awarded the Gratitude of the President of the Russian Federation for his many years of diligent work and public activity.

**Activities as Secretary General of the Russian Boxing Federation**

Boxing development embraced all 85 regions of Russia from seven active before. Almost all of the regions the Secretary General has visited with working trips, discussed the development with regional authorities. Kremlev personally inspected a number of boxing schools and allocated a grant of 350,000 roubles for boxing equipment. Also, each regional boxing federation was sent sports equipment worth 1 million roubles.

The website of the Russian Boxing Federation has been completely updated; active work is underway to attract new boxing fans through social networks. As to promotion in the media, the Russian Boxing Federation leads in popularity among sports federations. Boxing news is regularly published on all federal media resources and on television. The growth in website traffic and social networks is increasing with each passing month; livestreams from boxing tournaments are gaining 100,000 views each at the average.

Important control bodies have appeared in the structure of the Federation. A Coaching Council, a Council of Champions, a Scientific Expert Council, and a Council of Veterans of Boxing were created. The Disciplinary Commission, the Doping Control Commission, the All-Russian Panel of Judges began their work. On a regular basis, seminars are held for coaches, referee and judges, serious work is being done to prevent judicial violations and to improve the quality of refereeing. Russia has become a centre for training international judges. Seminars of leading boxing organizations in Russia have already been held.
The coaching staff of national teams has been completely renewed, experienced experts have been invited, including cutmen, psychologists, nutritionists, videographers. The selection system for national teams has also been renewed - now the strongest boxers in their weight classes get into the teams. An experimental team under 22 years old was created. National teams are equipped in the best possible way. The bonus fund was created for the winners and prize-winners of all-Russian competitions; the boxers received their rewards.

The new regulations for the All-Russian competitions were created and approved, which made them more spectacular and bright and attracted hundreds of thousands of new fans. At the expense of the Russian Boxing Federation, live broadcasts of the top tournaments in Olympic boxing are held.

The AIBA-2017 Executive Board meeting was moved to Moscow, where Russia won the right to host the 2019 AIBA World Championship in Sochi, as well as the AIBA Congress 2018 in Moscow.

The first Boxing Progress Centre began its work in Moscow; such centres will be opened throughout the country.

**- What steps should AIBA take to develop boxing to make further progress?**

- I am sure that there are two fundamental questions for boxing - fair judging and encouragement of investment. These are the priority issues that we need to be focused at; they will entail a number of positive changes.

- What issues to solve do you see once elected as a member of the AIBA Executive Committee?

- I want to develop boxing not only in Russia, but all around the world. To achieve a new level, it is necessary to cooperate and communicate with National Federations, to hold tournaments at the highest possible level.

Boxing should become even more spectacular and unpredictable – to achieve it, we need to work on objective and neutrality of judging. We have to increase the number of participating countries in order to promote boxing in those places where, so far, athletes are not winning medals at major competitions. It is important for the leading boxers to be more media-friendly to become heroes for the younger generation. This is one of the issues worth paying special attention to.

I would like to bring the positive experience that we have inside the country to AIBA and to build in the same way cooperation with National Federations as we do have with all 85 regions in Russia.

**- How to encourage new investment in AIBA?**

- First of all, by increasing the spectacularity of boxing. For example, we conduct all the finals in the evening broadcasting live with professional cameramen. We have ring announcer and ring card girls, boxers are entering to the music. All that increases the entertainment of boxing, more spectators are coming to the arenas. So, boxing becomes more interesting for sponsors.

Another important factor is the development of social networks with the most relevant information. That also affects the interest of investors.

This is our experience, and I would like to share it both to AIBA and all National Federations.
Member of AIBA and EUBC Executive Committee since 2010. Starting from 1998 Eyüp Gözgec has been serving in various positions like executive member, vice president for Turkish Boxing Federation Boxing and in 2010 he was elected as President of Turkish Boxing Federation. Mr. Gozgec appended the signature to a lot of projects to popularize boxing and increase the number of athletes in Turkey, also he contributed efforts for Turkey to host the high-level boxing events such as Olympic Qualification, World and European Championships. Turkey's National Olympic Committee member Mr. Gozgec has been honored with the award of “Best AIBA Sportmanship 2013”.
Mr Voloymyr PRODYVUS
Country Ukraine
Year of Birth 1962

BOXING
1977-1985 Boxer, two-time Ukrainian SSR National Champion, Soviet Union Cup medalist
1985-1986 Boxing Coach, Vinnytsya, Ukraine
1992-2004 Boxing Club “Aktsent” President, Vinnytsya, Ukraine
2005-2006 Ukrainian Boxing Federation Presidium Member
2006-2008 Ukrainian Boxing Federation Supervisory Board Chair
Since 2008 Ukrainian Boxing Federation President
2012-2014 AIBA Executive Committee Member
Since 2012 Ukraine Otamans WSB Franchise President
Since 2012 EUBC Executive Committee Member
2013 AIBA Junior World Boxing Championships LOC Vice President
2015 EUBC Junior European Boxing Championships LOC President
Since 2015 EUBC Competition Commission Chairperson
2017 EUBC Elite European Boxing Championships LOC Vice President

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Since 1988 Management, advisory, leadership and investment roles in various national and international business ventures, including:
Chair of the Supervisory Board at PLC Mostobud (Bridge Construction)
President of Ukrmostobud Corporation (Bridge Construction)
Chair of Board of Directors, Premier Finance Corporation (Investments)
2012-2014 Member of Parliament of Ukraine.

OTHER NGO EXPERIENCE
Since 2002 Chair of National Youth Social Organization “Social Center”
Since 2007 Member of National Union of Journalists of Ukraine;
EDUCATION

1986  Master’s Degree in Physical Education and Culture, Ostrovsky Vinnytsya State Pedagogical University

2004  Master’s Degree in Public Administration, National Academy of Public Administration under the President of Ukraine

2004  Master’s degree in Public Administration, Interregional Academy of Personnel Management

2004  Specialist Degree in Finance, Ternopil Academy of National Economy

2016  Candidate of Sciences in State Management, Candidature Dissertation “Mechanisms of State Regulation in Ukrainian Regional Development”

2017  Specialist Degree in City Management and Construction, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture

HONORS & AWARDS

Order of Merit by the Decree of the President of Ukraine, III & II Degree

Order “For Development of Ukraine”, IV degree

Cross of Honor “For Revival of Ukraine”, II degree

Order of Honor “Faithfulness to the Fatherland”, II degree

Honorary Award of the Ministry of Sport of Ukraine and Ukrainian Parliament Diploma for significant personal contribution to the successful performance of the national team of Ukraine at the XXIX Olympic Games in Beijing

“Honored Construction Industry Worker of Ukraine” title by decree of the President of Ukraine

“Leader of Ukraine” title by the decision of the Expert Council of the International Program “Leaders of the XXI Century”

Numerous awards for Excellence in Sports Governance from the Ministry of Youth and Sport of Ukraine and the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine for the achievements of Ukrainian Boxing Federation and Ukraine Otamans WSB Franchise
Mr Lars BROVIL
Country    Denmark
Year of Birth   1964

Mr Felipe Jose MARTINEZ MARTINEZ
Country    Spain
Year of Birth   1977

Mr Andreas ANDEREGG
Country    Switzerland
Year of Birth   1957
Candidate(s) for Executive Committee Member Position-OCBC

Madam Gay Li-jan Uera
Country Nauru
Year of Birth 1982

Ms Gay Li-jan Uera
PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY
Date of Birth 1 January, 1982
Nationality Nauruan
Marital status Single
Address Pacifica, Boe District, Nauru
Phone Contacts NRU (674) 558 0099| AUS (61) 434 059 963
Email Address nauruboxing.secretarygeneral@gmail.com | noc.nru.manager@gmail.com

ASPIRATIONS
I am committed towards introducing and implementing policies that will support and/or encourage more women and girls’ involvement, and participation in the sport of boxing.

Moreover, I believe that both men and women can, and should work together to build a stronger partnership that will better support the development and sustainability of boxing. Together, we can complement each other’s strengths and weaknesses thereby driving better outputs and outcomes that will reinstate the stature and reputation of boxing. Finally, it is important to me to establish key networks and partnerships to better support and serve our athletes.

OBJECTIVES
To encourage and engage more women in boxing at all levels, especially in the Oceania region through connecting and learning from fellow colleagues in other regions.

To identify and connect with key influential male role models that can champion the much-needed change in attitudes and behaviours of others towards women in boxing.

To create more opportunities of capacity development for coaches and sport administrators.

CAREER, EXPERIENCE AND PARTICIPATION IN SPORTS/ BOXING
- Nauru National Olympic Committee NOC Manager – recently appointed (Sep 2018)
- Attended the 1st AIBA Gender Equality Forum in Sofia, Bulgaria ~ 17-18 Sep 2018
- Certified AIBA ITO (recently certified in June 2018)
- Team Manager for the Nauru Boxing team to the XV Pacific Games 2015 in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
- Secretary General of Nauru Boxing Federation since July 2013

EDUCATION
Institute: Australian National University, Canberra Australia ~ 2016-2017

Qualification: Postgraduate Diploma in Public Policy

Institute: University of the South Pacific (USP), Laucala Campus Fiji ~ 2009 – 2011

Qualification: Bachelor of Commerce (Double major in Management & Public Administration and Information Systems)

LEADERSHIP TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

- 1st AIBA Gender Equality Forum, Sofia BULGARIA ~ 17-18 Sep 2018
- Women in Leadership & Transformational Leadership Program ~ Feb 2016
- Pacific Island Leadership Program (PILP) ~ 26 Aug – 15 Nov 2015

WORKSHOPS / TRAINING / PROGAMMES / CONFERENCES

- Management in Sporting Organisations & Team Manager Training Program, Yaren, NAURU ~ 12 – 20 Oct 2018
- International Technical Official Course, Apia, SAMOA ~ 27-28 May 2018
- Amateur International Boxing Association (AIBA) Extraordinary Congress, Dubai UNITED ARAB EMIRATES ~ 25 – 29 Jan 2018

PIONEERING & PROUD MOMENTS IN BOXING

- First and only woman elected executive member with Nauru Boxing Federation;
- First woman Team Manager for Nauru Boxing team to the Pacific Games
- First and only woman in Nauru and the Pacific to become a certified ITO

SMALL “WINS” IN BOXING

Being able to encourage, influence and arrange for two of our former athletes and four of our current national coaches to become AIBA certified coaches gives me great satisfaction. Nauru Boxing Federation now has a total of 6 AIBA certified coaches (one AIBA 3 star, one AIBA 2 star and four AIBA star 1).

Furthermore, my first time as Team Manager taking the biggest boxing team Nauru has ever taken to any level of games and bringing home 3 silver and 2 bronze medals has been another great achievement for the team and for me personally. It was a big challenge to take a team of 8 boxers (7 males and only 1 female) and 5 officials, all of whom were men. There were lots of hurdles along the way and with perseverance, we came home with more medals than expected.

“The right tools, attitude and capacity, I believe every individual can bob and weave their way towards success”
Mr Mapu JAMIAS  
Country   American Samoa  
Year of Birth   1950

Mr. Mapu Saei Jamias started his relation with the noble art as a young boxer in American Samoa. After getting a degree by the University of Hawaii, he joined the US Army reaching the Lieutenant Colonel grade.

Back in American Samoa in 1999, Mr Mapu Saei Jamias start serving in different management and administrative national boxing positions to then jump to the international level. Mr. Jamias has been serving as AIBA Executive Committee member since 2010, and also as member of the Athletes Youth Commission and International Technical Official (ITO).
Mr Edgar TANNER (Please see page 10)
Country   Australia
Year of Birth   1947

Mr Poloa PASI
Country   Samoa
Year of Birth   1948